Everyone Can
Learn to Read
– if they are
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 Mom to a 13 year old and 11 year old. My 11 year old was
diagnosed with autism when he was 2.5.
 I have been professionally working with nonprofits serving
the dyslexic/learning disability community since 2014.

Who am I?

 Current board member of the International Dyslexia
Association Upper Midwest Branch and member of the
Higher Education Literacy Partnership
 Served on the school board of a charter school, 2018-19
when my son was a second grader.
 Literacy Advocate with diverse coalition of stakeholders
since 2019.
 Trained in Orton-Gillingham: Basic Course in Spring 2021;
Intermediate Course in Summer 2022 (OGMN)
 I have been homeschooling my 11 year old autistic son
since November 2020.
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 Erase the sadly too common viewpoint that there
are some people that cannot learn to read.

 Everyone can learn to read, if they are
taught

Main
Takeaways

 Reading is a skill that must be explicitly taught
and practiced.
 Good reading instruction is not memory/fact
based.
 Everyone can gain skills with time and practice.
 How to spot good and bad reading instruction
practices.
 What to ask for to help your child succeed.
 Where to look for help.
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#1: Who Can Learn to Read?
Who is being taught to read? Who can learn to read? Why is it
important?

Everyone Can
Learn to
Read – if they
are taught

#2: Science of Reading
What does the science say about how to teach reading?

#3: Structured Literacy
What does explicit, multisensory instruction look like?

#4: Advocacy Tips
What roadblocks do people with disabilities experience when
learning to read?

#5 Resources and Links
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#1: Who Can Learn To Read?





Why is literacy important?
Who is taught to read?
Who is not taught to read?
Who can learn to read?

Everyone Can
Learn to Read
– if they are
taught
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Why is literacy important?
 Reading is core to accessing the full academic curriculum.
 Reading at a proficient level opens the door to higher
education and job opportunities. Poor reading skills
contributes to a high unemployment rate for disabled people.
Only 33.5% of people with disabilities were employed in 2020.
(Source: Dept of Labor, LINK)
 Reading at even a basic level is life-changing and opens the
door to greater independence and participation in our society
– including into general education classrooms.
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy tips
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Who is Taught to Read?
Student Reading Proficiency
MCA Scores, 2021
Source: MN Report Card

21.1 % - Special Education Students reading proficiently
SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

78.9 % - Special Education Students NOT reading proficiently

52.3 %
GENERAL ED STUDENTS
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#3: Structured iIteracy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Who is not Taught to Read?
 In 2020, 16.7% of Minnesota students received special education
services.
 Nearly 80% are not proficient in reading – and we know that figure is
even higher than that because many special education students do not
sit for standardized testing.
 A 2003 Legislative Audit of Minnesota’s Special Education Services found
that among the sample of IEPs reviewed, “students receiving special
education met relatively few of their annual goals and short-term
objectives.” LINK, p 46.
 MN has 145,206 students with great potential – we must do better.
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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So…who can learn to read?
95% of elementary students, regardless of
background, are cognitively capable of learning to
read when they receive sufficient direct instruction
on the foundational skills of reading.
Source: Narrowing the Third Grade Reading Gap. LINK

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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So…who can
learn to read?

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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#2: Science of Reading
 Reading is a skill.
 How does the brain learn to
read?
 Components of good reading
instruction.

Everyone Can
Learn to Read
– if they are
taught
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What is the Science of Reading
“The science of reading is a vast, interdisciplinary body of scientifically-based research
about reading and issues related to reading and writing.
This research has been conducted over the last five decades across the world, and it is
derived from thousands of studies conducted in multiple languages. The science of
reading has culminated in a preponderance of evidence to inform how proficient
reading and writing develop; why some have difficulty; and how we can most effectively
assess and teach and, therefore, improve student outcomes through prevention of and
intervention for reading difficulties.”
Source: The Reading League, LINK

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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5 Elements of Reading Instruction
In 1997, the National Reading Panel outlined the 5 elements of
structured reading instruction. LINK.
Students need explicit instruction in all areas to become good readers.
Phonemic Awareness…………………………… The smallest units of oral speech (called phonemes)
Phonics………………………………………………… The predictable relationship between phonemes and graphemes
(letters representing those sounds in our written language)
Vocabulary Development…………………….. Knowledge of word meaning
Reading Fluency (includes oral reading).. Ability to read words accurately and quickly enough to achieve …..
Reading Comprehension………………………
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

the ultimate goal of reading!

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Simple View of Reading
Put a simpler way, we need to explicitly teach students to decode
words (orthographic mapping) and increase their bank of known words
so they can comprehend text. If you cannot do both – you cannot
comprehend text.

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Proficient
Reading
Word Recognition and
Language
Comprehension
develop with:
 explicit instruction
 over time
 with practice.
Source: (Right to Read, LINK)

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Who Needs
Explicit
Instruction?
 More than half of all
children need explicit
instruction to learn to
read.
 Everyone else is
advantaged by explicit
instruction.
 Kids will not just “catch
up” with time without
explicit instruction
(LINK).
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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#3: Structured Literacy
 Definitions and types
 Elements of good literacy
instruction
 Examples of structured literacy
instruction

Everyone Can
Learn to Read
– if they are
taught
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What is structured
literacy?
Structured literacy approaches
emphasize highly explicit and
systematic teaching of all important
components of literacy.
These components include both
foundational skills (e.g., decoding,
spelling) and higher-level literacy skills
(e.g., reading comprehension, written
expression).
Source: International Dyslexia Association

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Most Students are Not Taught
Explicitly
 Most higher education programs do not
prepare teachers to teach this way. A study
by the National Council on Teacher Quality
found that only 18 of 1,100 programs
taught future teachers skills in structured
literacy. LINK
 Most schools use curriculum that does not
align with the science of reading. See
examples to the right: (Psychology Today,
LINK)
 Our institutions plan for and expect that
substantial numbers of children will not
learn to read.

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Whole/Balanced vs.
Structured Literacy
 Structured literacy requires explicit
instruction: explanation, modeling,and
practice of all skills.
 Structured literacy does not require
students to make all inferences and
connections on their own.
 Balanced/Whole language proponents
often say their method fosters a love of
reading first.
 BUT – how can you love reading if you
don’t know how to do it?
(Photo Source: Breaking the Code)
#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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English is Logical, but Complex
 Only 4% of all English words in print defy explanation and are
truly irregular. (Louisa Moats, LINK)
 But…English has: (LINK)
 26 letters
 44 phonograms (smallest sounds of speech)
 And more than 250+ graphemes (ways to spell that speech)
 Rules of when to use those graphemes

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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English is Logical, but Complex
 Examples:

 The phonogram /ch/ is not pronounced “c” “h” separately and it can be spelled “ch” or
“tch” depending on a rule. Lunch and catch are spelled differently, though pronounced
the same. We use -tch after a short vowel.
 The graphemes er/or/ir/ur can all be pronounced the same - /er/ but are spelled
differently.
 Vowels have short and long sounds, and follow different pronunciations when found
together in teams. The grapheme “oa” is pronounced like a long o as in boat or moat.
 There are common words that are spelled non-phonetically, such as: said, the, have
and want.
 A “bossy” or “magic” or “silent e” at the end of the word, changes the pronunciation of
the word. Such as cut and cute or hop and hope.

Does this sound like a system that a disabled child would easily
grasp without explicit instruction?
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Poor Reading
Instruction is the Norm
 Level 1 Word Worksheet for a well
known curriculum for beginning readers
 To read any of these sentences you
would need explicit instruction of:










“oy”
“ee”
“ow”
“sh”
“ar”and “or” – r controlled
Silent e rule
Schwa “a”
FSZL rule
Multisyllabic rules

This task requires memorizing
words – this is not reading!
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Poor Reading
Instruction is the Norm
Examples of poor reading instruction:
 memorizing words,
 use context or pictures to guess
words (3 cueing),
 encourage skipping words they don't
know
 “reading” repetitive word passages

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Orthographic Mapping

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Orthographic Mapping
 Orthographic Mapping is the process we need to follow to store word into our
long term memory. It is an automatic process, behind the scenes, that your
brain uses to learn, store and remember words for automatic retrieval.
 Good readers know 10s of 1000 of words. You did not memorize each of them
individually.
 You learned them by active reading. When you come across words you do not
know in print, you actively sound out the phonemes, isolating each sound in
written words to match words in your oral vocabulary.
 Every time you sound out a word and match it to your oral vocabulary, you
build your storage of sight words – i.e. words that can be instantly and
seamlessly retrieved.
 As students sound out new words, new orthographic connections are formed.

#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Orthographic Mapping
 If you skip this process in favor of memorizing lists of words, you cheat kids out of
forming the connections needed to build a seamless, automatic instant word
vocabulary. There is also a limit on the numbers of words we can store in our fact
memory bank.
 Both phonetic and non-phonetic words should be explicitly taught.
 Typical students need only 1-4 exposures; but disabled students need many more.
 Learning facts – like state capitals or important dates, is a different type of
learning. And those facts are stored in a different part of your brain. They are also
harder to recall and are not automatic.
Source: David Kilpatrick, various presentation

So what should instruction look like to achieve this?
#1: Who Can Learn To Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy
#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Orton-Gillingham Approach
 There are reading curriculums that follow a
structured literacy model.
 Many of those are based on the OrtonGillingham Approach.
 One of the oldest approaches to structured
literacy instruction is known as the OrtonGillingham Approach. This is not a curriculum,
but a method of instruction used by those
trained to create individualized education plans
for students based on their individual needs and
deficits.

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Elements of an OrtonGillingham Lesson
 The Orton-Gillingham Approach is language-based, multisensory, structured,
sequential, cumulative, cognitive, and flexible. (Source: Orton-Gillingham
Academy)
 Focus of each lesson should be on familiar concepts, with only a small
amount of each lesson focusing on new material.
 Lessons are predictable and built for student success – not frustration
 Lessons include multisensory methods of teaching – known as VAKT
 visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile
 Finger spelling, tracing on the table or sandbox are good strategies if your student
is able

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Simple Orton-Gillingham Lesson
 Focus on 2-3 phonograms/rules to focus on for one
lesson
 TIP: Use a mix of recently introduced sounds and
rules, and ones the student knows well.

 Handwriting practice – explicit explanations and
practice of 2-3 letters
 Auditory and Visual Drills
 Student orally reads all known phonograms
 TIP: Focus on learning short vowel sounds to start.
 TIP: Invest in phonogram cards (explanations on the
back)

 Student writes orally presented phonograms for
writing
 TIP: Pick 5 phonograms to start, work up to 10-12.

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Simple Orton-Gillingham Lesson
 Reading word lists containing those 2-3 phonograms
 TIP: Use words that contain only those sounds the student
knows
 TIP: There are commercially available word list books to
buy, google is also good.

 Spelling practice
 TIP: Start with just a few words, and work up to as many
as you can. We do approx. 12.
 TIP: VAKT strategy here is finger spelling

 Introduce new sound or rule - explicitly
 TIP: You do not have to do this every time.

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Simple Orton-Gillingham Lesson
 Read decodable text
 TIP: do this every time. This is the ultimate goal!

 Advanced Students






Phonemic Awareness tasks – oral manipulation of sounds
Syllable segmenting
Suffixes and Prefixes - advanced morphology
Sentence Writing
Grammar

Design lessons that are predictable, focused mostly on
strengthening skills the student has familiarity with – with
explicit instruction and real time correction.
#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Where to start?
 What does your student know?
 Beginning phonics skills – focus on simple letter sounds
 Intermediate skills – focus on rules or advanced phonograms,
writing
 Low language skills – focus on vocab development
 Remember flexibility – hallmark of Orton-Gillingham
 Does your student need to move?
Do lessons while walking or
throwing a ball.
 Does your student have difficulty with fine motor or sensory
aversions?
Don’t get hung up on finger spelling . Use letter
tiles on the table, or have them touch your fingers.
 Is your student non-speaking? Find a different way for them to
show understanding. Point on AAC device?
#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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“Fold in the Cheese” = “Sound it Out”
 How explicit do I need to be? Break down everything a student must
know to generalize/apply that rule or show mastery of that skill.
 Don’t take any part of that for granted. If a student has not shown you
they know/understand, assume they do not and explicit teach it!
 Example #1 – sound it out (Watch Fold in the Cheese clip)
 Segment each sound in sit = /s/ /i/ /t/
 Blend first two sounds together – demonstrate and practice
 Add end sound – demonstrate and practice

 Example #2 – “bossy e” rule
 Say short and long vowel sounds
 Recognize vce patters (vowel-consonant-e)
 Identify vowels and consonents

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Reading Comprehension
Excellent Article on Reading Rockets LINK
 This is the goal of everything – to understand what we are able to decode
 Explicit instruction is important here too
 Students that have a language-based learning disability, especially those
that have spent significant time in a segretated classroom are going to
have low grade level vocabulary knowledge.
 Comprehension strategies:






Access and build background knowledge
Help student create mental images
Connect concepts/words to things they already know.
Ask simple who/what/where questions about the story.
Use pictures to pre-teach concepts and later to summarize the story
elements

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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Everyone Can Learn to Read – if they are taught

#1: Who Can Learn to Read?

#2: Science of Reading

#3: Structured Literacy

#4: Advocacy Tips
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#4: Advocacy Tips
 Unique needs of disabled learners
 Ideas for IEP goals
 Outside resources

Everyone Can
Learn to Read
– if they are
taught
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 School:
How to work toward structured instruction at school.

#4 Advocacy

 Outside Resources:
Orton-Gillingham Training, teaching resources
 Resource Links

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Reading Instruction at School
 Time to do some research
 Read your IEP thoroughly and look for language about:
 What are the reading goals – are they in line with the 5 skills needed to be a
good reader?
 How long has your student had these goals? Are they carried over year after
year?
 What specific strategies are used now?
 What data is being collected? Does it show generalized literacy skills or
specific knowledge?
 What is the amount of time dedicated specifically to reading instruction? – Is
it daily, enough to make progress?
 Is the instruction in a group or 1:1 setting?

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Reading Instruction at School
 Ask your teacher/case manager anything you can’t
find in the document, such as:
 Which curriculums are being used – then
Reading Corp
google it!
 What text is my student asked to read – is it
decodable?
 When will I receive an update on goal progress
this year?
 Does your student have Reading Corp?
 Some schools have access to Reading Corp
trained tutors – they use structured instruction
methods. Often this is found in Tier 2.
 Teacher Professional Development
 Free grant through Department of Education
for LETRS training.

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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More Things to Think About
 Spelling lists
 Is there a reason for the words chosen? Are they combined with teaching on
vocabulary?
 Silent Reading Time
 Is your child a strong enough reader to benefit from this time reading on their
own?
 Group Read Aloud time
 Is your student able to understand the book (often a grade level book), or
would they benefit from pre-teaching of vocabulary or concepts.
 Other subjects – science, social studies
 To be able to access grade level curriculum, is your student able to understand
the concepts discussed or would they benefit from pre-teaching of vocabulary
or concepts?

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Suggested IEP Language

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Learning Outside of School
 Use structured literacy instruction methods at home – either in addition or
instead of school instruction
 Get trained in Orton-Gillingham, or take advantage of great webinar
resources, many are free
 Tutoring – though many tutors limit their practice to specific types of
students (often those with learning disabilities like dyslexia), outside
tutors may jump start instruction
 Private Speech Practitioners – can work on elements of reading instruction
including comprehension and vocabulary development.

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Learning to Read is Hard

#1 Who Can Learn to Read?

#2 Science of Reading

#3 Structured Literacy

#4 Advocacy Tips
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Videos/Podcasts on Reading
 Emily Hanford, American Public Media/NPR:
Journalist Emily Hanford’s multi-part series can been accessed
here. Many good resources follow in her sources section. LINK.
 Minnesota Department of Education – Dyslexia page. LINK
 The Truth About Reading (new documentary) trailer LINK

Resources

Researchers – work worth learning about
 Mark Seidenberg: Language at the Speed of Sound
 David Kilpatrick
 PAST Screener LINK

 Louisa Moats
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Teaching Materials
 Phonogram Cards:
The “Language Toolkit” is available from EPS for $42. LINK.
 Phonogram Word Lists:
“Word Book 1” by Arlene Sonday is available through
Winsor Learning for $55. LINK.

Teaching
Resources

Decodable Books
 SPIRE: 120 book sold in groups of 10 are available for $41. LINK.
 Emily Gibbons, Literacy Nest has materials on the site Teachers
Pay Teachers. LINK
 Fly Leaf Publishing free online library. LINK
 Great List provided by IDA Ontario LINK
 All About Reading curriculum and books LINK
Online Materials
 University of Florida Reading Hub LINK
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Orton-Gillingham Training
 Orton-Gillingham of Minnesota LINK.
 Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling (LETRS)
LINK

Training and
Professional
Development

 Barton System LINK
Professional Development/Webinars
 IDA – Upper Midwest Branch LINK
 AIM Institute for Learning and Research LINK
 Wilson Language Training LINK
 The Reading League (chapters all over) LINK
 Parent Course for low/no cost LINK

 Higher Education Literacy Partnership LINK
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Organizations to Follow:
 Decoding Dyslexia Minnesota LINK
 The Reading League LINK

Websites/
Social Media

 Reading Rockets LINK
 Evidence Based Literacy Instruction LINK
 95% Group LINK
 Reading Simplified LINK
 High Five Literacy and Academic Coaching LINK
 AIM Institute for Learning and Research LINK
 Center for Effective Reading Instruction LINK
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Thank you!

Contact me at:
Sarah Carlson-Wallrath
sarahcwallrath@gmail.com
952-564-0739 text
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